
I am in a house with my stepfather and see that my gay Greek friend is in the kitchen. He is actually using it to set up an experiment for his university and I tell my stepfather I don't want to go out with him. I then plan to follow my friend to his university but he is completely ignoring me.

I am visiting an Italian friend who shows me the land around his family house. It is owned by a rich man and he shows me all the old fruit trees. My girlfriend also joins us and they start walking together. I then insult him and he tells me that he has been spying all my bank transactions.

I am in the lower field of my mountain property and ask my step cousin whether I should build my project there or on the upper field. I then try to show him the computer drawing but it is not sharp enough. As I decide to build in the lower field I realize that there is a big hole.

I am at my mountain neighbours' house eating with their kids. As I ask one of them if he finally found a girlfriend his cousins try to prepare lunch. They have nothing in the kitchen and decide to call a Vietnamese restaurant to bring us some food. They don't deliver and we have to drive there. 

I am in a yellow house I bought nearby my former parents-in-law. I then check the bathroom and upstairs but see that it is all quite old. I can't believe we gave so much money for it but when I go out I see that there is a stone barn and there are chickens inside. I also see the tale of a white rat.

I am in my mountain village and realize that the wind has blown down the valley a bucket with paint. I walk down to pick it up before my old neighbour complains about it. I first get a long brush and when I try to put it in the bucket I realize that there is still a lot of white paint inside.

I am in a indoor vegetable garden being helped by my old friends to remove weed. One of them is talking about green snakes and actually finds a long yellow one. He throws it on the ground and I see that it is climbing back up. My girlfriend then takes it by the head and throws it outside.

I am on a bus in an Indian city and ask a local girl how do I get to the metro. She then shows me the next station but as we run out I realize that the train is already leaving. We will have to wait a long time and I look at the city. There is a big ancient temple in the middle and I did not visit it.

I am in a stadium watching a game of the world cup. The Argentinian team is playing and they suddenly decides to let a very famous but old player in. All the crowd on my side begin to yell his name so loud that I feel the cement structure vibrating. I then decide to move out in case it breaks.

I am in a big garden cutting down some branches when see my former father-in-law walking by. I then invite him to come in and realize that it is my property. As we walk to the middle of it he tells me that I must work a lot on it but I realize that there is a lot of work I should have done.

I am at a party and get an idea of an hashtag using a Mexican bad word. I then take a marker and climb on top of the bar to write it on a glass but it doesn't turn out well. I try again and people starts using it for a lot of nice photos. One of them tells me that the hashtag has never been used. 

I am in the house of a priest with my best friend. As I see that the former is homosexual I leave and try to take a path through a narrow valley. There is a gate at the entrance and I notice a woman behind me. I then hold the gate open and I am about to join her when another man arrives.

I am in a hotel room with my son and wake up that it is light outside. It is still very early and I realize that we still have a long way to travel but think my son should still sleep. I then don't know what to do and decide to watch some television but then realize there might be some porn on.

I am at an outdoor party and see one of the Italian party leaders peeing on a bush. I then go inside to eat something and see that the other part leader of the government is serving Christmas cake. I then ask for a smaller slice but he tells me that there is not such a thing and I don't get any.

I am in the ground floor of an apartment waking up when my step cousin opens the door. I then realize that I am staying in his apartment and he asks me to come out. He then takes me to another apartment where is grandmother lives and takes her out for a walk. They look both very old.

I am biking up a hill and hear a girl telling a guy how strong I am. I actually reach the top and another group of bikers join me. I want to keep in front but realize that there are a lot of steps and my bike is for racing and not for cross country like theirs. It can get damage but I go anyway.

I am in a small library with my girlfriend and she gives me a flier to read. I do so and realize that it is from an institution searching for artists to submit their sculptures. I could actually apply with mine but realize that there is an application fee and even a way to pay by credit card. 

I am biking to an uncle to babysit his daughter and I realize that she must be quite old already. As I approach the condominium where he lives I see her waiting for me outside. She a woman with long blond hairs and I am about to hug her but then see that my uncle is also waiting for me.

I am walking in a small village with my girlfriend and grandfather. He is actually telling us that he will move to a retirement home in the south with his father. As I try to estimate how old they are we reach a small square overlooking the sea and he takes cash out to buy us some milkshake.

I am walking with my friends down a hill of my native highland. We are about to reach my parents' home when I see a small group of people coming towards us. Among them is my son wearing a backpack and he seems upset. I then realize I should have brought him with us in the first place.

I am in an apartment discussing with my parents about two scooters I would need in the mountains. My stepfather says that he can buy them for me but I tell him that I can use my stepsister's scooter. She doesn't use it anymore and I am ready to take it but she tells me that she does use it.

I am on a boat reaching an island and realize that I will have to get off with my tractor. I then ask the captain to do so but he tells me that all the passengers will have to disembark first. As we wait he takes me to a room where there are lost and found objects he wants to give me for free.

I am in a brand new museum built to host my work. I go around to count the rooms and realize that many of them are just offices for other institutions. I finally find a bigger room only for my work but they are displaying an unfinished video I made. The next room is better with a big long wall.

I am with my spiritual friend walking in a dutch city. We are actually looking for the house of an old sailor to spy him but my friend is too afraid to get caught and walks to another block. We then hide in an office but when it is time to go out again we see my girlfriend coming and we go back in.

I am in a small street listening to a guy who just lost a brand new ball. He then explains that he threw it against a very old bridge but the ball got stuck in the statues decorating it. He actually has a newer ball and I propose he plays against a girl knowing that she is a volleyball champion.

I am in my bedroom changing my daughter when I hear someone walking up the stairs. He is very loud and starts knocking hard on the door. I then take my time to finish dressing my daughter and then open up. The man is very agitated and says that he heard we are moving in a new house.

I am in the field where I am planning to build my cathedral. My son is with me and I see that it is flat and the grass perfectly cut. We actually need to dig below the field but there is a man watching. I then only pick up a stone that has very nice colours but it breaks and I throw it on the field.

I am looking at the exhibition of a famous actor and see that he is selling his paintings. I then ask the museum guide if they are expensive and he tells me that they are not. I get to talk to his colleague also and she shows me a map of another museum where I can go around by bike.

I am biking with my girlfriend and she starts going up a steep road. I have no time to change to a softer gear and have to stop. She actually keep speaking to me and keeps biking up but there are too many roots and I cannot get back on my bike. I try to call her back but she just keeps biking.

I am driving with my girlfriend up the mountains and realize that there is a car parked at the begging of a valley. It belongs to the rangers and I get afraid they are going to look at what I have done up my valley. As I keep driving I realize that the valley we just passed is not connected to mine. 

I am in the entrance of a condominium and see a black couple going together to a prostitute. The latter lays on a bed in the back of the hallway and the guy gets naked. He has a belly and his penis is long and curved. As they make love I also come and go in a small toilette to wash myself.

I am in a small Austrian valley biking with my girlfriend but she stops to do some shopping in a village and I bike ahead. I actually meet my son who is taking a break by a lake. I the invite him to see but I do so under a tree where there is still some snow and my butt gets all wet.

I am on a bus and stretch my legs under the seat in front of me. There is actually a girl with dark hairs and blue eyes seating there and she turns around to tell me to put my boots back. She is an artist and I also tell her about my artwork but I try to show her my website and it doesn't work.

I am at a party eating grilled meat with my hands when the leaders of a mafia group arrives. Everyone shakes their hands but mine are all dirty and I just give them my elbow. My boss actually comes to me and tells me to get all the younger gangsters to town but I realize they are all gone.

I am in a theater watching a two days long movie when I see that slowly all the males start leaving. A female then stands up to talk about how all these males are now leaving because they feel superior. She also addresses a professor and I realize that they all belong to a prestigious university. 

I am in a small supermarket and see that there is an interviewer next to the freezer. There is actually a prophet inside and the interviewer asks him if he would leave his mother or his girlfriend. He doesn't give a clear answer and only says that he would leave the less lively one.

I am biking in my parents' city and go past a man trying to talk to me about politics. As I reach a square I see a new small river crossing the main street. I then stop biking and realize that my son has just been with me and he is now back with his mother. He will only return with me shortly.

I am in the garden in front of my mountain barn when an hunter passes by with a skittle. He actually goes inside my garage and I see that he needs to sharpen the blade. I don't know how to do it myself and also go inside to check. He only goes in small rounds with a stone but lacks the oil.

I am attending a party in my mountain village and see that also the two carpenters who renovated my barn are under a portico. I try to say hi to one but they start going inside an apartment and only the other waves briefly at me. They then walk inside an apartment and I realize they live there.

I am walking in a Dutch mall and reach the parking lot. I then see a guy with an Italian target plate and consider to also change my target plate. I also meet the old boyfriend of a Croatian artist and see that he also changed his target plate but then notice he has only inverted it with the front.

I am walking in a big French city and realize that I am wearing green glasses. My parents order them for me and my sister tells me that they are especially made for my sight. I actually don't think I have any problem with it and go in a shop where a man tells me the lenses are very expensive. 

I am working in a factory for a Dutch man and he tells me to park his scooter. I then drive it inside and meet two other artists. We start talking together but then I see my new boss and approach him. He starts talking to me in Swedish and we reach an hallway where people dress old fashion.

I am walking along a beach with a Japanese artist. He is actually pretending to have a dog on an invisible leash. He walks on a small wall pretending to pull him and reach a trash bin. He then uses an invisible remote control to have the dog crawl inside and wait for him there.

I am in an office and show a woman an example of a Swedish apartment. It is in a modern building on ones side of the river and the woman takes my phone to see it. She actually starts looking on the opposite side of the river and see a new museum under construction but it is too expensive.

I am at a police station with some relatives waiting to apply for a new passport. We actually let a stranger queue among us and I tell him he will have to speak ancient Greek. As it get my turn the policeman realizes there are too many signs on my old passport and one page is missing.

I am with my spiritual friend in front of a small shop. He returns a toy and I also return a toy but the owner gives me small coins back and I realize that I have dropped my memory card. As I try to look for it the owner remembers the time my friend and I were having sex in the garden.

I am in a shop with my son and realize they only speak English. I walk forward to a shop assistant and let my son speak to him. He explains that he has bought a device and he now wishes to change it for a cheaper one. The shop assistant says that it is not a problem but I have to pay for it.

I am in a big square and see my old friends on the top. I then try to reach it but realize that it is very slippery. As I start to slide down I throw myself to the side and start running very fast. I am actually following a marathon path and run across several fences surprising a local woman.

I am in a small island with my spiritual friend. We are about to dive in the sea but I realize that there are many green snakes underwater. We then walk inside an abandoned bungalow and get out of the window. I actually find a Canadian passport and we walk passed a village looking at it.

I am in an Arab city with a friend and start looking inside the shops. The people there are actually very beautiful and dressed up very nicely. We then reach a swimming pool and I hold my friend from behind the head. As we reach the girls changing room I push his head inside their door.

I am with my little daughter and get inside an almost empty metro. At the very end of it is my Polish friend standing and I am about to walk the opposite direction not to be seen but then realize that my girlfriend is already there. My friend is invisible and my girlfriend can walk through him.

I am walking along a river with my sister. She actually tells me that she is planning to move out of her current apartment. It is too close to my parents and I tell her it is a good thing. She then tells me that her new apartment will only be on the opposite side of town and she will live alone.

I am in the unemployment office and get to talk to a girl working there. She gets me to seat next to her and decide when we can meet again. She proposes several dates and I ask her if I can please look in my agenda. I do so and choose one of the later dates but she already chose the first one.

I am walking at night in a street behind some girls and one of them turns suddenly almost hitting me. We are actually in a poor neighborhood and I reach a very ugly condominium. I enter the apartment where and I now live with my girlfriend and she shows me our bedroom behind a fake wall.

I am in a hostel with my mother and I show her how the shared kitchen works. I then see that my girlfriend is at the table with two guys and I seat with them. She is actually angry with me and leaves. I have no idea what she has and just go to a supermarket to buy some meat to eat alone.

I am seating by a road and start drawing the way from my Polish friend house to the city square where he lives. A Polish girl recognizes the itinerary and gets quite fascinated. I then show he how the itinerary goes through a bridge and then into the Jewish ghetto before reaching the center.

I am in the apartment of a guy and watch him doing the dishes. He then tells me that I can go out with him the next day. He is actually going to the theater with a girl he never dated but he doesn't mind I come along. As I am about to go to my room I see the guy eating the apple I ate.

I am in the field where I am building my cathedral digging. My mountain neighbours are next to me but see how slow I am and prepare to go cut the grass elsewhere. A girl counts them and then they set forward with cutting machines of different kind. I ask them if they have shots for vipers.

I am in an empty metro singing a romantic Italian song when a Japanese guy comes in. He invites me to come to his house and I get off at the next station but start biking straight not knowing where he lives. I pass a long row of villas and end up in a forest dividing the rich area with the poor.

I am showing my mother how I renovated my new apartment with her furniture. She then says that I need an extra bathroom and I ask my carpenter to dig a hole underground. He then makes a drawing and I realize he would take up the entire floor to make the hole the way he designed it.

I am in a lab trying to build a door out of a leftover panel. There is a circular saw I can use but I realize that it does not cut straight. I then try to regulate the blade but I realize that it is attached to an arm and I can move it however I want but there is no way I can fix it to cut perpendicularly.

I am with my girlfriend in our mountain village restaurant. The owners invite us to eat antipasti with them and I realize they have sold the restaurant to another local. As the man tells us about how much they earned his wife starts touching me with her elbow and I pull my chair away from her.

I am in a big field filled with rocks. There is a small caterpillar and I try to use it to move the rocks. It is actually easy and I start lifting the rocks and piling them together. I then realize I can as well put them in my tractor but I don't know how to turn the caterpillar off and pull random levels. 

I am watching a documentary publicizing the Swedish capitol. They show tourist boats approaching the city and suddenly a cheap airline flying right over it. It is very low and I wonder how they could allow that. I actually know a city where they have boats but never planes so close to the roofs.

I am in a small factory with my son and follow the instruction of a worker explaining us when to use silicon to fix a machine. We actually have nothing to do and just wait but then the owner comes and realizes that we are not doing anything. She then calls me in her office to sexually abuse me.

I am seating with a group of officers when One of them stands up and almost gets shot in the head. It is our dictator outside and the officer shoots at the window where the former slept with his lover. The dictator gets really upset and chase the officer down to a square where he spares him.

I am in a small city and look at a German lady flirting with a Jewish prisoner. She is quite shabby but he anyway goes for her to get freed. She actually gets naked on top of him and I see that her body is quite nice and she is not that shabby. He is the one with an ugly and too skinny body.

I am swimming in a river next to a big mill. It not only rotates vertically but also horizontally and I follow it counterclockwise, I can feel the wooden structure touching my body but it soon gets too tight and it squeezes my legs. I then ask for my girlfriend's help but she completely ignores me. 

I am with my best friend seating in a bar when I realize another friend is seating with me. He is together with one of my old girlfriends and I ask him if he took her virginity. He then says that she was far from virgin and my best friend adds he would never even touch her although she is pretty.

I am in a square with a lot of Arab protesters. A friend is with me and starts talking to them in their language. We then realize that they are only shooting a movie and see a small car emerging from an underground garage and then a military tank disappearing in another on the opposite side.

I am in a big museum of a small city when the director presents four guests. They are from different parts of the world and have long hairs but one who is Russian. The latter actually starts presenting himself but there is no speaker connected and there is a package being delivered.

I am in front of my barn with my mountain neighbour's son. He looks at the tractor shed I have just built it actually looks quite good from the outside although the roof has been built in different stages. As he walks back he tells me that I should really cover the roof with earth not to get caught.

I am seating in a crowded church and notice a girl seating on the opposite side staring at me. She is seating with two other friends and I realize she is English. I try to avoid her look and see that an old lady in front pulls the arms up when the priest asks god to purify us from our sins.

I am in a taxi seating next to the driver. He tells me about his car and shows me how it can transform into an helicopter. As we arrive at our destination he actually uses his phone to unfold a bridge. I then walk on it with the other passengers and wait in a room to get on board a ferry. 

I am in an empty train station with my girlfriend and one of his male friends. It is actually quite late and I suggest them we go to sleep but she says that they are not so tired and go in an empty wagon by themselves. The guy has also kids but I anyway take him out to break his glasses.

I am walking on a mountain road alone but I am very far from home and decide to hitchhike. A car stops immediately and I get in to talk to the driver. He is actually going to my native village and decide to go there instead. As I look at his very hi-tech car he tells me he drives there every day.

I am on a field with my mother and a few locals. I actually realize that the carpenter is charging way too much money per hour and I won't be able to pay for his job. I then immediately go to his house but he reassures me that he will only charge me a fix amount that is half of what I thought.

I am on a small road talking to an architect about the cathedral I want to build. He tells me that I should level the ground but I say that it is illegal. As he replies that we can just do it and cover it up we pass by the apartment of another architect and find that he is watching porn.

I am in a university campus reading the answer I got from a committee. They are positive I can get accepted there and I put a big timber down to walk through a long swimming pool with girls standing on the side. I point my index at them but retreat it when passing by some old and ugly ladies.

I am following to Eastern European carpenters to their working site. I am actually with a friend and we offer to help them but then see one of them going on top of a brick construction. He puts cement on top of dried cement to add an heavy brick and I realize how dangerous it is to be up there.

I am in a mall queuing to get some fast-food. I see there is also polenta with goulash and I want to order that but my card doesn't seem to work. The lady at the cashier starts fussing about it but then gives me a new card. I take a plate of polenta but did not understand if the drink is included.

I am in a rich neighborhood talking to the ex wife of an old friend. She actually lets me use her bathroom even though she is not wearing any underwear. I then go in but realize that the door cannot lock and go out again. My friend is there taking one of their kids to play basketball.  

I am on a car with my Venetian neighbours. One of them is driving and tells the history of her apartment. As we keep driving we reach a slippery mountain road and I tell her to stop. We then get out and see some cars going down. They are actually rally car and I am sure we will not make it.

I am in a garden plastering with other workers a pile of wood. My old Estonian director is going around to monitor our work and he realizes that I am plastering where there is actually no wood. I then show him how we can take the branches of a tree and place them on a net to cover the hole.

I am on a small forest road cleaning up a lot of branches and trees I have cut down. A hunter shows up and wants to know what I am doing. I then invent an excuse and simply tell him that I am rebuilding the stone wall on the side of the road even though it is already there and it is strong.

I am attending a conference with the Italian main coalition. We actually enter a smaller parliament and the two parties making up the coalition divide into separate wings opposing each other. I then listen to the representative of the left wing rising up to oppose different proposal of the right.

I am in a garden in the evening and try to discuss with a plumber about the work I have to do in my Venetian apartment. I actually stutters and I cannot understand his phone number. His boss is there and starts spelling it out but I don't understand and he gets too busy with other costumers.

I am in the back of a truck with a lot of people getting a ride to a big Italian city. I actually have a girl with me and propose her to take possession of the truck to travel freely wherever we want. It was only a joke but she takes me seriously and goes and seat far away from me with another guy.

I am drawing under a bridge when an old man passes by. I realize he is rich and show him my drawings but some of them are only made with pencil and some of them are coloured. He goes through all of them but then tells me that they are too much decentered and I deny what he says.

I am at my parents' place using their computer. I am trying to find the address of an insurance company and realize that I have called the wrong one. I can't find the new one and see that I miss some buttons on my keyboard. There are roots growing behind it and another keyboard below.

I am walking by a luxury bar that is completely empty. There are several terraces with many table and I notice that each table has fresh flowers. I then estimate it must cost a lot of money. There are actually some girls seating and I also seat but get a phone call from my Venetian neighbour.

I am in front of my tractor shed and see my contact from the municipality. I then tell him I have visited the street where his family came from. He then tells me that the main house was going to be demolished but then he renovated it. It looks very good on his phone but the road is too close. 

I am waking up and realize I am in a big bedroom. i check out and see that there is a girl also in bed reading and old book. It looks very expensive but she doesn't like it and throws it on the ground. I then stand up in disgust to leave but try to kiss her on my way out even thought she refuses.

I am at a small conference of a small Italian university. I actually look on an old map where it is located and realize that it is close to the capital. I seat down with the other professors to tell them about my discovery but hear one of them speaking with the dialect from the capital.

I am in in a garage when I see my stepsister coming. She is bringing some wooden beans and I realize they are for the roof of the garage. I then start mounting one but it is very old and one part is crooked. I try to put that part on the other side of the wall but my stepsister is not holding it right.

I am in a classroom and realize there is an exam about a small novel I did not read. The teacher doesn't even a copy of the exam for me and she tells me to photocopy a page at the end of the book where it is. I then ask if anyone also need a copy and find that there are a lot of other students.

I am in an underground garage and see a gangster with his men. I am not afraid of him and use a fruit knife to try to cut the tip of his nose. He defends himself moving his arms but in the end I manage to cut some skin off. He then gets on the elevator saying he will cut my mother's throat.

I am watching a TV program about a guy who advises where to eat in an Italian seaside village. He first says that he tries to eat well to keep healthy but then he show a lot of pictures of him eating spaghetti, He eats them in all sort of places but only in one of them I can see they are homemade.

I am in a one room apartment and realize that I am the personal waiter of the English royal family. I then go to the bathroom to put on a white shirt and fix my hairs. I look nice and go out that the family is already waiting for me. I then introduce myself and ask if they want any liquor.

I am walking in a city with my girlfriend and see a stand selling second hand stuff. There are a lot of cheap boats and I even find a glass paddle with one inside. I then think it could be a nice present for my stepfather and ask how much it is but the owner opens another coffin with a guitar.


